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Consider a sham opera, a faux opera, opera in the hands of a visual artist in

the medium of film on the bodies of dancers nevertheless called “actors,”

and not a note of music. … That is, no opera at all—and yet, opera. Un ballo
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in maschera is, after all, a title that cannot escape reference to Giuseppe

Verdi's 1859 opera after a libretto by Augustin Eugène Scribe after the

subject of the masked ball of King Gustav III of Sweden, where the masked

monarch, known for his “enlightened despotism,” was assassinated in 1792.

Making a work of performance-based art in 2004 under the title Un ballo in

maschera necessarily refers to the opera—or better, perhaps, gestures to the

opera. With that gesture, opera, even if the elements we deem essential are

missing, cannot...
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